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From the Editor
While scrolling through my emails one had the titles of a few articles that you could click to go read. The
title of one was: A Summer Visit from Two Acquaintances Leads to Two Published Books and Three
Historical Markers! My interest piqued, I did as the publisher hoped and clicked on it to go read more.
I’m always curious about how book ideas come to be. Myself, I’ve never had a problem coming up with
ideas. My dilemma is much the opposite – I have more ideas than I’ll ever get written. What’s interesting
is how some ideas can hang around for years. I have a document on the computer titled ‘Back Burner
Books.’ Some have been on that list germinating for 5 years – or more. While other ideas randomly pop
up, cut in line, and end up in the front of the queue.
It was interesting reading the article to find out how an idea was introduced, relegated to the author’s
back burner, and then after a period of time….*POOF*…its time for the book to be born.
One summer day several years ago, two acquaintances stopped by my house to ask if I would write a story
about the Underground Railroad. Their request wasn’t unreasonable. I love American history, and the secret
network that transported freedom seekers from slave states in the South to free states in the North and
Canada is intriguing.
The details of my friends’ proposal, however, were hazy. Who would publish the story? Who was the
audience? Where would I find evidence? They didn’t know but they were sure I could do the legwork for their
great idea. I thanked them, and then put the suggestion on the back burner.
But on dark nights, when stars illuminated my imagination, the idea glowed with possibility. Did freedom
seekers use those same stars to travel north to my hometown of Jackson, Michigan? Were enslaved
Americans lodged and transported by Jacksonians? I had a hunch the answer was “yes.”

For the authors out there, wishing you dark nights with stars illuminating your imagination – and for the
readers, hoping there are many fruits of their labors for you to read and enjoy. Wishing you a wonderful
weekend full of delightful books and tales of the past!

Trisha
texastrishafaye@yahoo.com

Characterization: Bringing our Ancestors to Life
The following is an excerpt from a four-week class I gave - The Tales We Tell: Writing Your Family History.
It’s not directly related to historical fiction, but yet, as I know from my own writing, and the many authors
that have interviews here in the newsletter – many of our ancestors end up being characters, or at least
the inspiration for a character in our books. With that in mind, I’ll share this excerpt from the workbook
that I used in our class on writing our family history.

A common complaint from readers and editors is that the character didn’t come alive. We want our
characters to come to life on the pages, whether they’re real ancestors we’re writing about or fictional
ones that we’ve created. What’s involved in bringing a character in our story to life? What do we need to
do to create compelling characters so readers want to keep reading?
There are several methods to add layers of depth to our characters – real or imagined- so that readers will
connect more closely with the people on our pages. We want readers to be able to see, touch, feel, and
hear the people we are paying tribute to with these tales.
Use Details
The details we use are key to breathing life into the people that walk the pages of our stories. Use the
details to show what’s happening in their world.
Where do they live? What does the area look like? What kind of home do they have?
What do they see? Are they surrounded by wooded areas or farms? Do they live in a congested, urban
area full of traffic and commotion?
How do they feel about it? If a move across the country is involved, are they excited at the prospect of
adventure, or nervous about readapting to a new environment?
What do they look like? Did a gray, tight bun always adorn her head? Did he have shoulder-length, scraggly
locks? Was he as thin as a rail? Are feet always moving in a soft-shoe little dance? Was a cake or pastry
always near at hand, as evidenced by their ample girth?
I utter a mention of caution about the details. While they are essential to help bring the story alive in your
reader’s imagination, we also want to use the details and adjectives sparsely. Too much description will
overwhelm the reader and keep the story from moving forward in an easygoing flow. Think of the details
as a sprinkling of seasoning over a fine dish. You want just enough to accent, but not so much that it
becomes the main ingredient.
Show How They’re Relatable
Find and show elements of your ancestors that are relatable. As humans, we’re not totally all evil or all
sweetness. Even the sternest authoritarian of the past must have had some redeeming feature. If we can
find the dichotomy of their lives and bring it out in our tales, as characters in the advancing plot of life,
they’ll be more relatable and real.

Can you dig up information that reflects on what made them the way they were? Were they abandoned
at a young age? Working at the mills since the age of 8? Mother of 12 children in a span of 14 years? Was
great-great-grandmother a Civil War victim, widowed at a young age as the family farm was pillaged and
burned? What in their past motivates them and supports their actions and attitudes?
Occupations
Your ancestor’s occupation may seem insignificant, a mere minor detail that you use to fill in one line on
your list of facts. Yet, this tiny scrap of information plays a vital role in shaping the character that you write
about in your family story. After all, it was an important enough detail that occupations are listed on ship
manifests and on census sheets.
You may not know what activities filled your ancestor’s daily life, yet their occupation will give you many
clues. The daily life of a great-grandfather that owned the mercantile store in town would have been
vastly different from the great-grandfather that worked in a coal mine.
Besides how different occupations filled the days of our ancestor’s lives with the day-to-day minutiae,
they could also play a huge role in how our ancestor reacted to situations. Even though basic personalities
typically don’t change much, attitudes and reactions are altered in different situations. The younger Papa
Goss in our family, my great-grandfather, likely was a very different man in his younger, moonshining days
in the hollers of Arkansas than he was in his retired, checker playing days when I knew him. If I were telling
writing a story that featured more of him, I would want to include the character arc of how he changed
and mellowed through the span of these years.
My grandfather also would have reacted differently as he aged and matured. The young moonshine
running guy that lived life on the edge and loved to imbibe the product he carried hidden in the boot of
his car was drastically different than the non-drinking, non-card-playing, church deacon who proudly filled
the baptismal tank for his oldest daughter’s baptism.
When I was researching Athelstan, Iowa and the 1934 quilt squares, for Memories on Muslin, I found a
reprinted newspaper article that mentioned the stores in the early town. At one time Athelstan was a
bustling little burg. Never as large as Bedford, the county seat 18-miles away, it still had its share of
commerce. Besides the ‘gallon’ store on the Missouri side, it listed these businesses:













Charles Merrill, drugstore
Mr. Winston, drugstore
Ace Nighswonger, general store
Hal Brown, general store
Miles Martin (first postmaster), general store
W.J.W. & Pearl Townsend, store
Sid Merriman, store
Miles Martin (postmaster & general store owner), hotel
Ed and Avon Johnson, butchers and sausage makers
Flint and Coats, coopers
Dr. Childres, first physician
Schoenmann and Sons, lumber yard

I’d never heard of a cooper and had to look it up. According to Wikipedia, “Traditionally, a cooper is
someone who makes wooden staved vessels of a conical form, of greater length than breadth, bound
together with hoops and possessing flat ends or heads. Examples of a cooper's work include but are not
limited to casks, barrels, buckets, tubs, butter churns, hogsheads, firkins, tierces, rundlets, puncheons,
pipes, tuns, butts, pins, and breakers.”
Besides the job of cooper, which no longer exists today, many other occupations don’t exist anymore.
Think switchboard operator, milkman, service station attendant, or iceman are just a few common
occupations that vanished with the changing times.
Just for fun, here are a few websites that mention other occupations that have disappeared, such as a
knocker-upper, rat catcher, bowling alley pinsitter, or a lector, among others.
https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-of-the-weird-jobs-that-no-longer-exist
http://www.businessinsider.com/11-jobs-from-1850-that-are-totally-extinct-2013-9
http://www.best10resumewriters.com/35-jobs-no-longer-exist-part-2/
https://journal.media/old-jobs-that-no-longer-exist
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As authors, do you often wonder if all the blog hops and book giveaways work? Do readers really pay
attention to them? I’m here to say ‘Yes, they do.’ That’s how I came across Deborah Swift. I don’t recall
which online event I was browsing through, but it had a short story that sounded interesting. Last Train
Home, a Christmas wartime short story, was one of the books/stories you could get. I enjoyed the story,
and through that tale met a new author. Today, we’re sharing that author with you. I think you’ll enjoy
her writing as much as I did. Welcome, Deborah Swift!


What drew you to write historical fiction?
For my first novel, The Lady’s Slipper, I had no idea at the
outset it would be historical. I started with a character who
wanted to paint an orchid - I had seen the rare lady's-slipper
orchid myself and wanted to write (initially) a poem about
it. But the poem seemed to want to tell a bigger story, and
I began to write a page or two of prose about a character's
desire to capture the orchid in paint. From then on the
character grew and developed. I thought for the flower to
have impact I needed a time when ideas about botany and
images of flowers were new and fresh. Perhaps a time before mass printing, a time when herbs and
flowers were used for healing? This led me to the 17th century when herbalists such as Nicolas Culpeper
were just making their mark on history and the science of botany was in its infancy. So the novel became
historical. It wasn't really a case of me deciding on a period and then setting the novel there, it was more
that my characters demanded certain conditions to flourish and tell their story.
You’ve written historical fiction books set in the 17th Century and also in the early 20th Century. What
differences did you find in writing in these two eras?
My research for the 17th Century was all archival and in books and libraries and museums. It’s very easy
to get totally involved with the written material of one era, as I did. I love reading and once I started
researching, I came upon lots of side stories that I wanted to follow up or use in another novel. The deeper
into the era I went, the more my assumptions about life in the 17th Century were challenged, and the

more I wanted to know. I became a bit of a 17th Century nerd stuck in a rabbit hole it was difficult to escape
from!
What drew me eventually to the 20th Century was that I found a story on my doorstep that I wanted to
tell – one that was close to home, and featured the filming of an iconic film on my local railway station.
The movie ‘Brief Encounter’ was made near my home in WW2 in 1945. This was just in living memory, and
I wanted to capture something of it before those that remembered it were gone. So it meant that instead
of archives I could use interviews and real-life testimony to discover the history behind my book. Past
Encounters tells the story of two people changed forever by the war, and how that impacted their
relationship with each other. Several elderly ladies gave me their own harrowing stories of the time, and
it was humbling to be able to use these as material in a book.
Did you prefer writing in one or the other, and why?
Both were fun to write, but the WW2 one increased my waistline! Whenever I went to interview someone
I was given a warm welcome and tea and cake, or tea and biscuits!
In terms of the writing, they are written in very different languages – I tried to recreate the flavour of the
seventeenth century in my prose by using the odd word gleaned from diaries. This language that survives
in archives is already dead, already ‘written’, whereas the 1945 book, I could ask my interviewees what
phrases they used to use, and so in some sense the language is more ‘alive’ in that book. Despite this, the
language feels to me more florid in the 17th Century, and more restrained in 1945. This was to do with the
whole tone I wanted to create, I suppose. But don’t get me started, the whole business of crafting the
right tone for a novel is so interesting, and so much a matter of instinct!
You have a trilogy based around Samuel Pepys’s mistress, Deb Willet. Can you tell us a little bit about
how this idea came to you and how it evolved into a trilogy?
I had used Pepys’ diary so often in my research for other books that I became fascinated with the women
lurking in the shadows behind his words. The wife, the maid, and the neighbour he called a whore. Who
were these women, and what was their view of the momentous events Pepys described? I was sure they
had more interesting lives than Pepys, in his self-absorption, thought they had.
So, in Pleasing Mr Pepys a life developed between the lines for Deb Willet in which she becomes a spy and
begins to sell the secrets from his diary to the Dutch, England’s enemies. I very much wanted it to be an
entertainment, and not just a dry regurgitation of the diary. But once I’d found out about one woman, I
found there were several more clamouring for attention – hence the idea for a trilogy was born.
What challenges have you found with writing historical fiction?
My readers tell me they have very high expectations of historical fiction. They want accuracy, good writing,
and to learn something new about the period. They also want a good plot and relateable characters, and
for the language to in some way reflect the era. So that is a challenge in itself! I’ve learnt also that it is also
a very narrow field – readers of historical fiction often favour only one or two periods. This is a shame as
there are lots of gems out there away from the Tudor, the Regency, the Medieval and the Victorian. One
of the challenges has been to persist in populating the book world with books set in little known places or
periods. I think of this as filling the gaps in our fictional history, and this is a very satisfying thing to do,
although it may find fewer readers.

You can find Deborah’s books here:
The Lady’s Slipper myBook.to/LadysSlipper
Pleasing Mr Pepys myBook.to/MrPepys
Past Encounters http://getbook.at/PastEncounters

You can find Deborah here:

Twitter https://twitter.com/swiftstory
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/authordeborahswift/
Website www.deborahswift.com
Before publishing her first novel Deborah worked as a set and costume designer for theatre and TV. She
now lives in an old schoolhouse close to the mountains and the sea, in a village full of seventeenth century
houses. As well as being an author Deborah teaches creative writing and keeps fit through teaching yoga
and tai chi.
Sign up for Deborah’s newsletter ‘The Astonishing Past’ – you’ll get a free story for your coffee-time
reading, plus a newsletter with articles on our astonishing history, as well as book chat, news of giveaways
and the chance to win one of Deborah’s books every month in a monthly draw.
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The 1800s
Queen Anne’s Lace
Susan Wittig Albert

A present-day ghost leads China Bayles to a secret from Pecan Springs’s past in this haunting mystery
from New York Times bestselling author Susan Wittig Albert.
While helping Ruby Wilcox clean up the loft above their shops, China comes upon a box of antique
handcrafted lace and old photographs. Following the discovery, she hears a woman humming an old
Scottish ballad and smells the delicate scent of lavender.…
Soon, strange happenings start to occur in Thyme and Seasons. When a customer sees a mysterious
woman picking flowers nearby and then suddenly disappearing, China must finally admit what Ruby
has always known—their building is haunted. But by whom?
As China investigates, the tragic story of a woman in one of the old photographs unfolds. China delves
into the century-old mystery and realizes that solving it could have unimaginable repercussions in the
here and now.

Authors: Do you have a historical fiction book or short story that you’d like featured in Pages of the Past? Email me
at texastrishafaye@yahoo.com to see about scheduling your book or short story in a future issue.
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